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1. Platformist Anarchism
2. Anarcho-Communism
3. Anarcho-Primitivism
4. Post Left Anarchism
5. Anarcha-Feminism 
6. Queer Anarchism
7. Insurrectionary Anarchism
8. Some Anarchists
9. Individualist Anarchism
10. Christian Anarchism
11. Red Anarchism
12. Mutualism
13. Tiqqunism
14. Ameritiqqunism
15. Attentats
16. Russian Civil War
17. Spanish Civil War
18. Big Tent
19. May of 68
20. Nihilist Anarchism
21. Anti-Globalization Movement
22. CrimethInc.
23. Black and Red Press
24. AK Press
25. Little Black Cart

26. Lifestylism
27. Hot Autumn 
28. Occupy
29. Anarcho-Transhumanism
30. New York City/East Coast
31. Green Anarchism
32. Élisée Reclus
33. Louise Michel
34. SF Bay Area
35. Johann Most
36. Voltairine de Cleyre
37. Emma Goldman
38. Things  Anarchists Hate
39. Renzo Novatore
40. Alfredo M. Bonanno
41. Mikhael Bakunin
42. Anarcho-Pacifism
43. Anarchist Academics
44. Laurance Labadie
45. Ethics
46. Things Anarchists Love
47. Love and Rage
48. Black Rose
49. MidWest
50. Podcasts



Down
1 kingdom, phylum, ____, order
2 Mao made them heroes (in theory)
3 should be agreed upon after long meetings 

and consensus process
6 the prophylactic of mass human interaction
7 the basic unit of bureaucracy
8 the red scare was about this
9 Putin’s
12 anarchy’s Cossack
14 politicians use this as a way to lie about their 

principles
16 freedom-loving
18 opposite of stagnation
19 everyone has to pay them
20 the idea that governing bodies can work 

together and on top of each other
23 most importanat US anarchist organization 

since Love and Rage
24 Novatore says this word is when “the 

beneficiaries pay nothing less than 100% 
humiliation“

25 edifice
26 a plan of actions to achieve a goal
27 when workers refuse, as a negotiating tactic, 

to do their jobs
28 the abolition of ____

Across
2 leaflets, pamphlets, and campaign ads
4 ____, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness
5 the Invisible Committee’s obvious tell
7 meeting-based peer pressure
8 basic unit of Leninist political organization
10 to ___ with nature
11 the people ____ will never be divided
13 the ____ of exception
15 the joining of two people (or more)
17 the everyday
21  a group
22 middle class
24 what’ they’re for
26 old school political way of saying friend
29 across borders
30 alphabet soup is made of these
31 witches do black ones
32 Arshinov, coauthor of the platform
33 horizontal is the most effective
34 the art of filling out forms

Platformist Anarchism
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Anarcho-Communism

Down
1 only good when computers do it
2 reciprocal
4 gotta fight for your right to have these
5 we are going to win this, really we are
7 it’s a small _____ after all
8 political rant and call to action
9 workers live here
12 the condition of something at a particular 

time
13 as in beer or speech
17 best-known historian of the movement
19 what makes dicpro “ok”
20 obscure Marxist field of interest
21 what we have in common perpetuated by 

force
22 supporting someone or something, usually 

just rhetorically
23 they will solve all our problems and they will 

last forever
24 right now
26 the biggest spook
28 100
29 negation
30 life quantified
31 the place we stand
32 Russell _____
37 a recent book by CrimethInc.
39 not fake

Across
2 the root of all evil
3 the prince
5 not writes or Wright’s
6 an enemy of Bakunin
8 flying purple ____ eater
9 we pretend to avoid them but holidays show 

the lie
10 the arm of the state
11 dismissed
13 where peasants live
14 commune in Russia
15 you’ll grow out of it
16 not the same thing as ego
18 those who rule by fiat
23 father of Italian anarchism
25 the only honest relationship jaded anar-

chists have
27 less share-y than communism, but pretty 

share-y
33 alienated making-things
34 when you really want to get things done
35 ayncap’s life blood
36 ____ of egoists
38 midwives pay attention to this
40 remarkably charming man who ate cabbage
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Anarcho-Primitivism

Down
1 not the alien, but spelled the same
3 writer of the manifesto to end all manifestos
4 John the Baptist
5 animals’ before women’s?
8 our only practical option
9 the science of a better way
11 dental good, concrete bad
12 the heir apparent
13 the prophet
14 big blue marble
15 the big bad
16 the world is not big enough
17 unintegrated unit of biological habitat
22 mythically active
23 meet the Feds
24 the dream
25 life kernals
26 cats and our best attempt
28 ____ or nurture
29 tactic that saved Luna
30 modern cure-all
31 John the Baptist’s friend
33 mother of titans

Across
2 first people, good when they agree with us
6 the rapture
7 portmanteau of awesome
10 when technology meets life
11 our damnation
15 hunh? what? does not compute
18 you always know when one is in the room
19 human-created geological era
20 the postal worker brings this
21 precursor to the big bad
27 not agriculture but _____
32 symbolic referent of the big bad
34 when primitivism meets crafting
35 punch for loggers
36 spirit animal
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Post Left Anarchism

Down
2 asking for consent can begin with this word
4 the only proactive anarchist activity
6 PLAs write long articles defending this 

position but it is still unclear
8 spanners, robots, and division of labor
9 nickname for Murray Bookchin
12 a term for generalized consent
13 main writer currently for Anarchy
14 the grumpiest old man
15 PLAs talk against it, but demonstrate a lot of 

the informal kind
16 The other accessible procative anarchist 

activity
17 “begins at conception”
18 what we are doomed to repeat
21 the ideology of bad resistance
22 alone in a crowd
24 the french word,  everyone is against it and 

in it
26 the doctor says I have a lump
29 lights us up
30 a revolutionary ideological system quite 

integrated in to the social order
32 always for it until we see the manifesto
36 basic unit of civilization

Across
1 gateway anarchist author
3 a dish best served cold
5 quotidian
7 doing stuff
10 meta class
11 favorite piece of furniture, according to 

critics
14 wrote Post Scarcity Anarchism
16 the massified object
19 beginners’ institution of indoctrination
20 term of generalized dissent
22 unalienated debate
23 French anti-art political group
25 solidarity means this
27 PLA are nominally against this
28 thingification
31 when you have ideas
33 these are like assholes
34 usually bracketed by a commute
35 these days he’s all about critical self-theory
37 the program of superficialities that substi-

tute for life
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Anarcha-Feminism

Down
2 a label for when anarchist dudes act like 

dudes in general
3 this can make anything ok
4 the source of the problem or the solution to 

the problem?
7 “let me tell you how it really is, honey”
8 XY, supposedly
11 could be anybody at any time 
12 the constraints that follow tuxes, fancy 

dresses, and cake toppers
13 the second ____ was so 1960s, we’re onto 

the third now.
15 subject of Libertarias
16 lady-hating
17 social advantage
18  S.C.U.M. Manifesto dramatist
20 you’re probably doing this to me right now
21 what are you?
22 insane women; reclaimed words.
27 the mythical lands of security
28 relationship status: “It’s complicated”
29 found on firearms and internet warnings
30 helps with boy bashing

Across
1 intersection of mothers and Mother Earth.
5 the fix for unwanted fetuses
6 public transit phenomenon, wide sitting
9 one of the big three in the oppression olym-

pics
10 defense against stranger-danger
14 offensive pestering
19 the idea that the home is one more work-

place
23 Ukrainian-born Jewish anarcha-syndicalist
24 the woman’s part of the couple form
25 sameness
26 overlapping oppressions
28 the man’s system
31 Marxist author, good men read her book
32 often confused with “sex”
33 she’s in here more than society
34 an orator “more dangerous than a thousand 

rioters”
35 counterpart of butch
36 “our unalienable ____”
37 some like her essays better, some like her 

poetry better, author of “They Who Marry, Do 
Ill”

38 adult grrrrls
39 she’s All About Love
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Queer Anarchism

Down
1 many were burned, hanged, and dunked for 

this
2 queer weapon of choice
3 body hatred
4 too much of a good thing
5 to do so is futile
8 most recent thing to abolish
9 women get called this on their way around 

the block
13 what is queer nihilism?
14 the male opening to the universe
17 queer in the 80s
18 wolves and coyotes telegraphing
19 an unusual star system
20 universal problem solving tactic
23 became free in the 60s
24  _____ your desires
26 sexual dance party
28 non-bio penis
29 the ultimate negation (for now)
30 a four letter word used for everything

Across
3 ____ means riot
6 monism, _____, plurality
7 ____ in motion
10 radioactive monster ants
11 deadly in sevens
12 mommy and daddy, domestic partnership, 

the basic economic unit
15 prefix for other, different
16 shit cork
17 vengeance against bros
21 stereoisomerism in relative orientation of 

functional groups within a molecule
22 before evil, there was this word for “to 

defile”
23 Jackson, or not
25 this is not the boss of me
27 male member of FARC
31 joyous
32 king of the dandies
33 what liberals do
34 prove you’re real
35 coined “reproductive futurism”
36 Einstein said it is this that decides what can 

be observed
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Insurrectionary Anarchism

Down
1 Foucault, Gerard Depardieu, Jean-Paul Bel-

mondo 
2 corporations, school, social services, post 

office
3 strong word for conflict
5 ____ of exception
7 getting up in the morning is a _____
8 most successful civil rights organization
9 forever alone
10 the cancer of Occupy
12 “don’t touch yourself there”
13 some kinds of abolitonists want this
16 changing of the bosses
18 not yet of age
20 antonym: alone
23 ____ by the word of the Lord
24 a kind of counseling
26 a situation without rulers or rigid hierarchy
27 _____ isn’t free
28 _____ fruit
29 a culturally relevant story
31 do the deed

Across
3 ____ is painful
4 ____ and ends
6 where real life happens
8 the losers in a democracy
11 lust
14 where the seeds of hope are sown
15 bird lovers, stamp collectors, etc. form this
17 able to be photocopied
19 foundation
21 ____ forever
22 the point of this tendency
25 Gina Lollobrigida, Sophia Loren, Claudia 

Cardinale, Giancarlo Giannini
28 keeps the lights on
30 this in school is supposed to bring this in life
31 the answer to all questions
32 colleagues
33 what happens when our eyes are closed
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Some Anarchists

Down
1 one of the few named writers in Green Anar-

chy
3 the first to claim the label
4 he was the anarchist historian 
5 writer and main translator for Elephant 

Editions 
6 he said, ”those who have cautiously done no 

more than they believed possible have never 
taken a single step forward”

7 famous geographer, author, and anarchist: 
wrote a 19-volume set of books on geogra-
phy

10  long-term anarchist magazine publisher, 
has moved to the long form

11 she wrote a book about utopias, a contem-
porary of Emma’s

12 he might have been Bakunin’s lover
14 publisher, writer, infrastructuralist, man 

about town
17 two Italians framed in the US for murder, 

their case brought thousands around the 
world to understand the perfidy of the US 
court system

19 wrote one of the few good academic books 
on anarchy

20 the Gandalf of anarchy
22 still-living theorist and alleged bank robber
24 Japanese nihilist who, while imprisoned, 

chose her own death
27 she’s competing with society in this book
29  she was the main English-speaking colum-

nist on events in Eastern Europe in the 90s
30 likes dogs, first name is an acronym
33 Latin for light, one of the women who 

started Mujeres Libres
35 extremely influential marketer, who has 

moved on
36 the most touching story-teller and living 

anarchist historian
38 noted poet, novelist, anarchist, alternativist 

writer, bisexual

Across
2 he killed the head of the secret police with a 

dagger
5 historian, translator, and mutualist
8 very well-traveled contemporary long-time 

writer
9 argued in Anarchy magazine, for the left
13 the icon who terrifies and inspires
15 he said, “we are free when we don’t need to 

rent our arms to anybody in order to be able 
to lift a piece of bread to our mouths”

16 writer, orator, controversial activist, wife, and 
mother

18 the most prolific anarchist writer
21 co-founded the Libertarian Book Club 

publishing project, world traveler, charming 
and funny autobiographer

23 Russian geographer, economist, activist, 
philologist, zoologist, evolutionary theorist, 
philosopher, writer, and prominent anarchist

25 inheritor of Anarchy: a journal of desire armed
26 this italo-phile’s first nom de plume
28 the most controversial living anarchist 

author
31  mysterious writer, still questions about who 

he really is, wrote multiple excellent books, 
including The Treasure of Sierra Madre

32  some would say the best american anar-
chist theorist

34 led over 3,000 armed anarchists from 
Barcelona to Zaragoza

37 putting out John Moore’s book was the best 
thing he did

39 his attentat effort was valiant
40 he couldn’t paint golden angels
41 founded a weekly anarchist paper The Social 

Question, then went back to Naples to nurse 
the victims of a cholera epidemic
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Individualist Anarchism

Down
2 proponent of “unterrified Jeffersonianism”
4 morality of ressentiment
5 describes Ravachol, Bonnot Gang, Di Giovanni
6 No Gods, no these
7 intimate
9 “A medley of fetishism, sectarianism and 

cowardice”
11 his funny, touching autobiography talks 

about the cowardice of Mussolini, and his 
time reporting on the Spanish Civil War

13 competed with the Unite States Postal 
Service’s monopoly, lost

15 people used to use this word for “match”
16 St. Max
18 a fundamental belief that determines 

behavior
22 smallest unit of personhood
23 righteous
24 existence
26 ____ of the Spectacle
27 journal of “self ownership and self-creation 

against all authority” 
28 without coercion
29 the force of this is the beauty of anarchy
30 “An abstract word with a negative connota-

tion, long on power, short on truth”
31 if she can’t dance to it, its not her revolution

Across
1 religious self-determinist movement
3 now
6 Der Freiheitsucher author
8 legal documents divvying up dead people’s 

goods
10 beloved Italian iconoclast
12 Tucker’s paper
13 autonomous
14 editor of L’Unique
17 ghosts of the mind
19 disinterest or antipathy towards matters of 

the state
20 relationship
21 the belief that some people really are better
23 journalist, The New Free Woman
25 glass half-empty
32 a destroyer of idols
33 the bond of egoists
34 the ability to think of, do, or create some-

thing new, interesting, and different
35 crutch-bound militant
36 no this, but one’s own
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Down
1 yours won’t protect you
2 never enough of it in a day
4 a good anarchist will break them
5 could be a building, could be a body of people
6 the key to pacifism
7 started Catholic Worker newspaper
8 opposed
9 the process of developing or improving
10 it is said if you want peace you must first 

work for this
11 it is objectively subjective
13 the most famous anarchist Christian
16 customs that for a long time have been an 

important feature of some group or society
19 those who need to be saved
20 when wronged, we are expected to demon-

strate this
22 a campaign with spirit, the Christian ones 

are infamous
24 the quality of not lying
26 sometimes these happen on mounts
28 to promise or curse
30 what it’s all supposed to be about
32 the instrument of our achievement
33 all that is bad in the world

Across
1 meaning what you say
3 we all need one, some of us take ours for 

granted
9 Foucault said it wasn’t bad or good
12 chicken or egg
14 his story
15 these dogs go to heaven
17 the only career path with a degree in English 

Lit
18  consensus was theirs first
21 meta community
23 anarchists can be this too, like Jews and 

Catholics
25 the only acceptable authority, presumably
27 time following now (in a linear conception 

of time)
28 different from chaos
29 set forth seven characteristics of modern 

technology that make efficiency a necessity: 
rationality, artificiality,  automatism of techni-
cal choice, self-augmentation, monism, 
universalism, and autonomy

31 the solution to all ills
34 the truth, the light, the way
35 this kind of person does the opposite
36 negging is all about this

Christian Anarchism
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Down
2 presumably the opposite of chaos
3 the opposite of lifestyle
5 a beneficiary of exchange value
6 santa’s coat is____
7 the chosen ones
8 the personal is ____
12 pragmatic
13 subject of the science of capitalism
18 RAAN was for this
21 Star Trek’s political system
23 or get busy dying
24 politics of sharing is caring
25 sub-, ad hoc,  or standing
27 culture of never knowing the names of your 

friends
29 old word for hipsters
30 magazine about celebrities

Across
1 when these are met the revolution can begin 
4 Emerson said it is a masked ball, in which 

people reveal themselves by their disguises
9 first official anarchist
10 this makes little fish take the shape of big 

fish
11 this anews moderator is dead
12 those that are first
14 world social activity (shorter)
15 a bill becomes____.
16 there were four
17 wearer of hobnail boots
19 the work before birth
20 author and subject of patriarchy
22 Poland’s rebel union from the 80s
26 itches
28 the not-abstract state
30 revolutionary subject
31 favorite Beatles song
32 the effect of prunes on the bowels
33 duck soup

Red Anarchism
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Down
1 to believe that something is true
2 Rothbard said it was no crime to be ignorant 

of this field
4 step by microscopic step gets results
6 some say this is a friendlier term than “anar-

chist”
8 not the ocean
9 a difficult place to find your way around 

because there many possible directions to go
14 presumably a latter stage in the scientific 

process
15 someone said, give me this or give me death
16 if they are free, then people will be also (!)
17 to move slowly and with difficulty
18 what you have with complete control
19 contemporary writer,  he is attempting to 

revive individualist anarchist political econo-
my

21 a short summary of a speech
23 he said “an open enemy, however criminal in 

other respects, is no traitor”
25 he said “Anarchists are simply unterrified 

Jeffersonian Democrats.”
27 the amount something is worth

Mutualism

Across
1 written directions to a bank
3 trade
5 reciprocal
7 Emile Armand believed in the power of this
9 contemporary translator, historian, book 

maker
10 he said “To be governed is to be watched 

over, inspected, spied on, directed, legislated 
at, regulated, docketed, indoctrinated, 
preached at, controlled, ” etc

11 tales told of the past
12 correct (but not really)
13 the dictionary says, when people, not the 

government, own property
20 Proudhon’s concept, taken up by Lenin
22 Ford said if people understood this system, 

there would be a revolution before morning
23 combination, the third stage of dialectics
24 mutual is good
26 a hole made by tearing
28 bitcoin is one kind 
29 a job, usually paid
30 parity
31 by choice
32 if I ask, I show this
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Down
1 the Pope said “all life ____ struggle”
3 too many bosses implies too few____
4 Wittgenstein used this term, it has evolved
6 an old term, purposed anew?
8 the French NYT
9 Tiqqun “introduced” this to us
11 despite the words, boys can be this too
13 Foucault gave us this concept
16 the French group suggested we create these
17 under officer
19 a social break
21 a Catholic woman can’t be this
22 one who breaks a law
24 leftists love these
25 cold, hard ____
26 what the arms race did
29 lack of presence
32 usually, empty words

Across
1 they argue the world is this, and it is also what 

we should do
2 veins, roads, computers, all form these
5 everyman
7 with this, you determine what happens
10 a side effect of depression
12 break
14 also a hobgoblin of little minds
15 an annual meeting of multinational elites, 

named after the city
18 opposition to internationalization and 

multinationals
20 era
23 capitalism thrives on these
26 an overly-influential, over-sized tome
27 this makes other things move
28 a method
30 fighters
31 half a pair of glasses
33 a group of some sort, can be geographic or 

interest-based
34 has a lingering impact on Louisiana and Haiti
35 what shadows do in the evening
36 acting to achieve a political goal

Tiqqunism
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Ameritiqqunism

Down
2 a Jewish term for redemption and resolution
4 the space set aside for social fun
5 we are in the age of this worried feeling
6 the father of dialectics
7 a ____ of fear
9 a way to kiss
10 a chemical process and a metaphor
11 white people’s kimchee
12 a name taken from Ulysses
15 unpremeditated
16 the middle class
18 to take up space in
20 all our friends are ____
21 supposed to mean really messed up, but 

actually just refers to everything not us
22 the second part of the dialectic
26 high waters
28 a brand name for populist videos
30 a gentrifying city where a hipster bar is 

planned 
32 A Touch of ____
34 the augmentor of dialectics

Across
1 philosophy of the not physical
3 the Negriist word describing this world
8 not a peace animal
13 in all places
14 the island of baubles
16 essential characteristic of The Cool (tm)
17 presumably the successfully cool cynic
19 the new liberal word for Black and/or broke
20 selfness
23 the accepted translation for dispositif
24 break
25 a eastern city with an annual long-running 

bookfair
27 breaking the peace
29 one way to describe the world, nonlinear, 

unpredictable, funny
31 a hipster coffee term 
33 the practice of getting away
35 Bush’s Waterloo, if he had one
36 a southern city with a “conspiracy”
37 this drink is iconic for nihilists
38 ____ cheer
39 our feet after the beach
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Attentats

Down
1 the first to act in revenge for Bogolyubov
2 wanted Pim to stop exploiting Muslims
3 killed a Chicago mayor, perhaps unintention-

ally
4  the green-friendly first name of one who 

tried to bomb Franco
6 Didn’t succeed with the Kaiser, killed himself
11 too bad Santa doesn’t take the example of 

this helper
12 The People’s Will
13  In 1973 they committed the animal libera-

tion movement’s first known arson
14 the acronym for a name intended to haunt 

the bad guys
16 this protector of children set fire to a mu-

seum; damage valued at £200,000
17 first regicide to benefit from the european 

abolishment of capital punishment
18 McKinley’s bane, not that hard to pronounce 
19 In 1893 he threw a home-made bomb, but 

not to kill anyone
23 if he had succeeded we’d have lost a most 

popular bogeyman
24 Prime Minister kidnapped by the Red 

Brigades, found dead
26 his home was bombed by some angry 

people in 1971

Across
5  Infamous writer. As a child, she sold insults 

for kids to use on each other. Should she be 
on this page? You decide.

7 he fired at King Alfonso in 1878
8 Barlow and Carver were arrested after one of 

these was bombed
9 French anarchist, a “revolutionary illuminist, 

an ascetic, and a visionary”
10 killed a count to stop a war, died in 1960
13 He killed John Saunders, and was hung at 23
15 this plot was made famous again by V for 

Vendetta
18 Italian disciple and friend first of Marx and 

Engels, then of Bakunin, advocate, and short 
term reporter

20 they occupied the Vatican Embassy and 
machine-gunned the Spanish embassy

21 the mustachioed anarchist exemplar
22 The plumber who failed in 1878
25 hero of the musical Elisabeth, user of a rusty 

needle
27 this red group bombed sex shops, among 

other things
28 Italian who killed a French president
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Down
1 in this one context, the good guys
2 nickname for most famous anarchist Russian 

Civil War commander
3 where things are made in modern times
4 historically, a murderer of anarchists, cur-

rently Endnotes  and Lies among others
9 the people from this country strongly reject 

being pussies
12 home to many Russian emigres at the time 

(and so a hub of anti-imperial activity)
13 the middle class
16 able to stand alone
17 one of the elected government councils of 

the incoming power
18 could mean in school, could be an economic 

term
20 proponent
21 a conflict within a larger fight
25 to stem a flow
27 Novatore was a great example of this 

pasttime
29 the most famous anarchist RCW commander
30 one who betrays
32 without a fighting one, we are nothing
33 foe
35 “we require that ____ and sea be indefi-

nitely wild”

Across
1 the soldiers of class warfare
5 those who resisted handing over their grain
6 those who fight stronger forces by sabotage 

and harassment
7 theorist who helped Lenin, was ousted by 

Stalin
8 a program for murder of a large group be-

cause of ethnicity
10 a people of the east with disputed origins
11 low-tech four-legged technology
12 they used to be reformatories, sometimes 

people think they still are
14 the enemy class
15 an officer assigned to teach party principles 

to the military in the USSR
19 catch
22 alienated mass conflict
23 plantations were on these
24 the plural of person
26 territory in the east that is still contested 

today
28 people living together with rules and 

traditions controlling them
29 it’s supposed to include a change of scenery
31 could mean sexual intercourse
34 when things rely on a core
36 at least two are required for normal warfare
37 oppositon to a revolution
38 what Stalin did to thousands

Russian Civil War
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Spanish Civil War

Down
2 Bernie Sanders 2016
3 categorization by rank
4 it sounds nice, but in Israel they’re frequently 

factories
5 the myth of people power
6 USSR, post whites-defeat
8 started out as a economic position, now it’s 

an identity
10 the process by which collectives no longer 

control their own products
13 no one is ____
15 only good when it’s direct
19 a military formation that was effective in the 

US revolutionary war
21 self oppression in the workplace
22 province of Spain, where the libertarians 

lived
23 used to mean anarchist, now it means Ron 

Paul
24 pushed down
25 some people must now spell this with a y
26 Marx insisted on these as a prerequisite
27 is the Pope this?
29 Marxist for “worker”
33 when ideas own you
37 where Arrigoni visited, fought, and wrote 
from

Across
1 cowabunga, dude
5 said “we’re not afraid of ruins”
7 the only kind of health capitalists care about
9 an innovation in marriage
11 an innovation in pregnancy
12 the economics of farming
14 the kings system
16 what one does when drowning
17 ____ for which it stands
18 someone who gets along well with others, 
or pretends to
20 field workers
22 relating to cities
28 Britne
y and Madonna used to be
30 bears should be this
31 it used to mean picking up a gun
32 rotation
34 a powerful story
35 theft
36 trying something to see what happens
38 Greece recently made these famous
39 politics by other means
40 CNT and FAI are examples of this
41 what has happened to someone who 
refuses to show or admit strong feelings
42 where most of the Gaudi architecture is
43 compulsory state training
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Big Tent

Down
1 rugged
2 a word that implies something is outside of 

capitalism, a kind of organization
3 Mars second
4 rhymes with sharing
6 unethical values
7 pre-betrayal relationship
9 most rollers showed this characteristic
14 69
15 The Man Who Shot ____ Valance
16 the ____League saves the day
18 under-appreciated historical German 

anarchist
19 enemies of ____
20 light-bulbs of thought
23 non-moral values
25 ____ isn’t free
26 the complection of elves
29 ____united, will never be defeated
30 preferred low tech weapon of the people
35 turning it on makes things run
36 <3

Across
1 mutual aid, solidarity, and direct action
3 patron saint of anarchism, Red ____
5 what makes us interesting
8 the one who tells you “no”
10 if it succeeds, we’re all out of work
11 David Graeber created this
12 we should have this with the people of 

Rojava
13 skynet begins with computers that are this
17 in the national assembly those who op-

posed the monarchy
20 one big union
21 supposedly, the best
22 communists’ favorite activity
24 locking down
27 under the shade of swords
28 locking down, breaking windows are ex-

amples
31 I’m a human being dammit, I deserve this
32 sweet ones are made of these
33 participating in your own repression
34 bearded man who hated us
35 check it at the door
37 flyover states
36 anarchists hate them and grow up to be 

them
38 ____ in miracles
39 not owners
40 Lincoln and Douglas
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May of ’68

Down
2 what the hanging ropes will be made of
3 a spook referring to all of us
4 aka Rive Gauche,  home to the Latin Quarter
5 British for “department”
6 they’re trying to show something
7  the state of being without a core
8 the best kind of street protest fodder
10 a course of action intended to achieve a 

result
11 involvement without thought of conse-

quences
15 don’t let this be what limits you
16 groups called together for consultation or 

management
18 the only (barely) socially-acceptable radicals
19 aka Dany le Rouge
20 more than 20,000 marched towards this 

police occupation
22 streets had posters of this motorcycle rider
25 extended goals
27 Aufheben and LibCom could be described as 

this
28 to have an effect on
29 one of the founders of French New Wave,  

the Gravedigger
31  the university that was closed
32  liberals want a lot of this kind of fair, open 

talking

Across
1 ____ must change 
8 usually small talk, drugs, and cruising
9 underneath the paving stones 
12 location of May ’68’s first factory occupation
13 battle plans
14 where workers associate
17 collective ownership, usually state-based
20 fodder from those streets
21 considered the most radical French film-

maker
22 “first they came for the ____”
23 The song
24 the best kind of strike 
26 Guy kicked out most of them
30 it’s supposed to fix all our problems
33 the state of being unexceptional
34 an attempt to reach agreement
35 a boxer does these
36 to damage utterly
37 what has not yet taken place (and may 

never)
38 a kind of blockade
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Nihilist Anarchy

Down
1 the art of not dying
2 born a prince and died a charming pauper
3 a rising up against authority
4 not later
5 death on one’s own terms
6 Foucault’s main jam
7 Howard Hughes and Emily Dickinson were 

known for being this
8 not the future
9 fancy word for murder
10 authored The Catechism of the Revolutionary
11 the namesake of the musical group
12 the time for talking has come to an end
15 victory requires great ______
18  systematized knowledge
20 the bane of truth tellers
22 shhh, just between you and me
25 a favored subject for pedants
26 impressive Japanese woman, falsely ac-

cused
27 east of the Ukraine
29 can you spare some____
31 things we strive to meet
32 to ____ an opinion

Across
1 the politics of being free
6 this kind of band is the worst
9 the solution for apathy
13 Columbine mafia
14 targeted political violence
16 glass half empty
17 the inevitable end, which we must suffer
19 state vs state violence
21 believer in nothing
23 bummer
24 the beautiful _____
27 neither rhyme nor ______
28 ____ makes perfect
30 plan or method
33 maneuvers
34 Lennon was one
35 I’m ______ up here
36 justification
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Anti-Globalization Movement

Down
1 dramatic, aka militant
2 related to large business
3  the common consequence of actions
4  relating to a system in which one country 

rules another
5 the finishing school for socialization
7 dance, etc.
10 someone said, people who value this over 

their principles soon lose both
12 referring to the whole world
14 when cops hide in plain sight
15 calmness
16 the kind of meeting in Seattle in 1999
19 small, in German
20 a large crowd of denigrated people
22 groups of physiologically or anatomically 

related organs or parts
24 all the exciting or important events that 

happen in a locale
26 the author of “never before have people 

been so infantalized, made so dependant on 
the machine for everything...” 

28 coffee shop with rapacious tendencies and 
fragile windows

30 the jail-prone
33 Tolstoy said, everyone thinks of doing this to 

the world, but not of doing it to themselves

Across
6 a statement of serious disagreement
8 variations within a group
9 way too oligarchical organization
10 the iron fist in the iron glove
11 what you want when you plug in your phone
12 Carlo’s infamous city
13 a desire for a future event
17 getting ready to go into action
18 in capitalism, means “be able to”
21 below the blades
23 the city that named an era
25 the transparent part of some businesses
27 these were repped in Seattle by people in 

costume
29 the most immediate propaganda form
31 can be exchange, can be business
32 marginalization
34 started in Germany, now it’s everywhere
35 young ‘uns
36 to instruct
37 not exactly like the ones in the so-called 

wild west
38 low-tech ranged weapons
39 fight
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CrimethInc.

Down
1 famous for being stale
2 “the working class neighborhood of Chapel 

Hill”
3 free radio
4 ideal  society of nowhere
5 the eyes of buildings
8 butterflies are blatant about it
10 a militant reformer
11 the vital characteristic of a young person
13 show
15 an action or idea that questions whether 

something is true or accurate
18 talking big
19 relating to fundamentals
20 Symbionese _____  Army
22 an activity done for fun, usually can be lost 

or won
23 this reporting has moved significantly to the 

web, these days
27 a stone doing this gathers no moss (or so 

they say)
28 Hitchcock made this form of travel sugges-

tive
30 a city known for witchcraft, also a cigarette

Across
1 _____as fuck
2 detrimental absorption or assimilation
6 one who collects
7 aggressive deconstruction
9 what we do when we’re not working
12 ______defines us
14 the clique-iest part of security culture
16 the obvious response to insularity
17 Black and Red,  LBCBooks, Eberhardt Press, 

each is one
19 meaningful to a particular topic
21 doesn’t have to be tourism, but usually is
23 a woman’s name, also happiness
24 the part of the gun where you put the 

bullets
25 John Lennon sang about having it, and look 

what happened to him
26 Kennedy said if peaceful ones aren’t pos-

sible, then violent ones are 
29 many blood sucking insects, we hear
31 some who break with established customs
32 challenging goals
33 something that arouses to a particular 

emotion or action is an _____
34 a reputed inner being
35 to try hard to do something difficult
36 one of the main parts of a long piece of 

classical music
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Black and Red Press

Down
2 a major group of the Anishinaabe-speaking 

peoples
4 a gentler word for theory
5 60s folk
7 doing something
9 Fredy was against this before it was cool
10 to express
13 a group going somewhere together
14 subways
15 the city for lovers
16 Bataille said “I believe that truth has only 

one face: that of a violent ____.”
20 what something is worth
22 refers to an event that is memorable for the 

appearance it creates
24 newspapers and news magazines
25 when people completely change their 

government or political system, usually by 
force

28 associations
29 sterile members of a colony of social insects 
30 being with other people
32 we hear, a sandwich with pastrami and 

sauerkraut on rye bread
33 usually understood as money over expenses
34 Seneca said, this is the wish of some, the 

relief of many, and the end of all
36 the people who are around you and influ-

ence you
38 to quickly move out of the way

Across
1 this kind of fiction appeals through pornogra-

phy and other cheap thrills
3 a sea monster from the old testament
6 Having Little, Being Much is a lovely example
8 these are threatened through crossbreeding 

with domestic ones
11 ____ and the self-managed counter-revolu-

tion 
12 important 
16 awareness
17 ____, I do Mind Dying
18  group of people involved in persistent social 

interaction
19 the computation of a definite integral
21 fortification
23 in oceanography, a place where two water 

masses come together
26 the values and principles of a system in 

place, are contradicted or reversed
27 the quieter partner
30 set of conditions that exist at a particular 

time in a particular place
31 we hear,  funny knitting command
35 produced an important text about this 

concept, still very useful today
37 those who attain Nirvana have become this
39 not right
40 indigenous
41 learning by repetition
42 Hitler wrote a book about his
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AK Press

Down
1 another word for oversee
2 the process of buying and/or selling
3 a group noun for liberals
4 spreading a supply of something in an area
5 it is a label that can mean a lot or a little
9 getting stronger
11 an organization that deals with social prob-

lems 
12 a river, a woman, a company
13 stories of the past
14 twenty years ago, this acronym was not a 

word, now every site should have one
15 bad pressing
17 the body of the state
20 the way that parts of a thing are arranged
21 what managers are supposed to show, but 

not too much
22 a manager of the product of writing
24 behavior of hens and roosters
26 working together is called this
29 the Democrats and Republicans are parties 

in this
30 not special
31 the tireless ex who tabled and traveled and 

repped and started
33 to express something in a definitive way

Across
2 he said “the great project of our time must be 

to open the other eye”
5 bookkeeping
6 what ayncaps say work is
7 the people’s power
8 not Winston, but Ward
10 believer in worker councils 
14 to form a larger group with smaller groups
16 getting entirely rid of
18 a catch-all word for busy anarchists
19 outside of a dog, these are a person’s best 

friends 
23 the color of plebian blood
25 relating to the parties, weddings, perfor-

mances, etc. that rich and fashionable people 
go

27 washing machines do this to clothes
28 lateral
31 refusing to accept
32 Berkman’s paper in San Francisco
34 liberation
35 poke
36 a movable library
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Little Black Cart

Down
2 Anarchy magazine is a voice for this tendency
4 they’ve been fighting for our lives for years
5 Bob’s hobbyhorse
6 journeys and destinations can be this
7 a child of unmarried parents
9 a scary murky figure from  pre-revolutionary 

Russia
10 How to Live, The Impossible, Patience, and 

margarine words
11 Krishnamurti said “It is no measure of health 

to be well adjusted to a profoundly sick 
____”.

13 it’s crazy how many things he’s written 
about

16 the product of publishing
18 Bonanno’s jam
20 author, publisher, infrastructurist
22 bandit, autodidact, poet, father, inspiration
23 imprisoned in Spain, writes about nonvio-

lence
24 odd
28 short for magazines, but a very different 

animal
29 a powerful feeling
30 a blacksmith’s tool
31 revisiting the Situationists with modern 

French flair
34 short for Arthur

communism / Dauve, Dupont, Endnotes
repartee / witty conversation, also fencing move
varied / diverse

Across
1 decolonize
3 the most rejuvenating thing Tucker and 

Zerzan have had in years
5 he popularized Italian insurrection and 

Stirner, this autodidact has been a stalwart 
influence on US anarchists for decades

8 to print again
12  this kind of being is explored in frere du-

pont’s book
14 a term for queer vengeance
15 to express opinion about something after 

examining and judging it carefully and in 
detail

16 making black and silver cool
17 describes things that don’t seem to go 

together
19 a place in France where people prevented a 

nuclear reactor
21 Canadian, producer of Oystercatcher
25 the seminal work of this theorist is due for a 

new translation
26 people get it confused  with individualism
27 a US father and son combination
30 targeted political violence
32  a nice toast to give
33 the people who gave us pizza and  Novatore
35 one of Zerzan’s favorite derogatory term
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Lifestylism

Down
1 these rooms are full of desks and aggravation
3  sex between a man and a boy
5 is now a party for minimum government
7 intercourse of a physical kind
8 something large such as a building or a bridge 

that is built from different parts
9 the font of egoism
10 Stirner would argue that being this is no sin
13 this used to be an innocent word that went 

with tea, now it’s a police tactic 
14 an insulting word for someone who dislikes 

or does not understand serious art, literature, 
or music

15 the way in which the different parts of 
something are combined or arranged

16 important anarchist, then non-anarchist
20 behaving in an informal way
21 presumably tending toward tolerance
23 the situationists would be rolling in their 

graves
24 Wilde said “do not speak ill of ____. Only 

people who can’t get in do that.”
27 biopower, panopticon, and a refusal to 

propose positive solutions
29 used about events or experiences in your 

life
30 ____ and every way, we’re getting better 

and better
32 having something in common
33 friendly
36 a more militant vegetarian
38 something that people feel has value 

because it is beautiful or expresses ideas

Across
1 state of being worried or concerned 
2 they lost their panache after Evasion
4 not interested in politics
6 teaching that life is full of suffering caused by 

desire
11 costless
12 labor
14 known for a property quote, quite eloquent 

about many things (not women)
17 professionalized aesthetics
18 the power to make your own decisions
19 characterizes the thinking of a group or 

nation
21 Che supported deep feelings of this
22 a form of communication that is increasingly 

policed
25 some think that anarchy means this
26 new and completely changing the way that 

something is done, thought about, or made
28 the bad boy of NAMBLA fame
30 adjective made popular by Sartre
31 rebellion
34 the ethical slut refers to this
35 relating to one person
37 substances used as medicine or intoxication
38 land of the free, so they say
39 single partner habit
40 the language of appearances
41 a great song in Charlie and Chocolate Factory
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Hot Autumn

Down
1 got the time tick-tick-tickin’ in my head
2 get rid of completely
3 ____ is theft
4 freedom-loving
6 what Catholic priests give on Sundays
7 irrelevant
8 what those who seek power want
9 there’s a shroud that is named with this
11 things that are taking over our jobs
13 caused a revolution, also, all around us 
14 theoretical system from Italy in the 1960s 

out of operaismo movement
15 Fromm said “What holds true for the indi-

vidual holds true for a ____”
19 things that one is busy with
23 from a big city
25 Camus said there is hardly any passion with-

out this
29 one sign of a healthy liberal democracy
30 the noun of refuse
32 the workers’ enemy
33 take advantage of
35 Woolf said this place was “where the sun-

sets are longer, the dawns less sudden and 
sentences are often left unfinished from 
doubt as how to best end them.”

Across
3 martyr and secretary of the italian anarchist 

black cross in the 1960s
5 a belief in those who labor
8  the target of the Red Scare
10 wildcat ones are the best
12 means “the struggle continues” in Italian
16 a military or police group
17 the process of making or growing things in 

large quantities
18 keeps you nodding
20 the over-arching system for lawyers and 

bookkeepers
21 involving technique
22 don’t do this, or follow
24 indigenous folks
26 worker in Italian
27 dance is this, so is restless leg syndrome
28 she wrote a book critiquing Marx, and helps 

with the information society
30 May ‘68was said to be a social one, not a 

political one
31 something that causes trouble or difficulty
34 detached
36 the ability to influence or control what 

people do or think
37 they may be revolutionary agents, but it’s 

just a stage
38 the number of work hours we used to be 

used to
39  the ideas and activities involved in getting 

power in a country
40  to expend effort
41 the geographic boot
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Down
1 this kind of action gets the goods
3 The Big Apple
4 taxation without this is tyranny
5 no war, but this war
9 judgement or analysis
10 congregation
11 mental creativity
13 belief in rallies, marches, and fliers
15 showing how it works today, instead of 

waiting for tomorrow
16 the most homogeneous of decision making 

methods
21 committee
22 common targets of anarchist rage
25 area known for its stock exchanges
27 there is a “there” there
29 to be coping with inability or difficulty
31 fairly amiable disagreements
33 beyond the atmosphere of the earth
34 “worst of evils, for it prolongs the torment of 

man”

Across
1 self help for basic skills
2 plotting to commit crimes
6 home of Occupy Wall Street
7 solidarity means this
8 tomorrow, next month, forever
11 when something isn’t fair
12 belief in money markets
14 many persons
17 tents. s’mores. fireflies
18 plural of medium, some of our enemies
19 hipster term for revolt, revolution, or resis-

tance
20 doing something
23 the right answer to anews polls
24 stories like Jesus or Hercules
26 executed by BART cops, sparked riots
27 to be in a contrary condition or disagreeance
28 canvas housing
30 ____ not bombs
32 supposition
33 break-y
35 credited with “we are the 99%”
36 coordinated group action
37 friendly

Occupy
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Down
1 Toffler wrote about it
3 the city-based foundation for our salvation
4 blend seamlessly
5 stuff that makes up other stuff
7 response to a stimulus
8 sets the amount of data that can pass
10 our bodies make too many of these
12 the study of matter and energy, especially 

interacting
15 the part of the earth that can support life
16 to be overcome
19  humanity now
21 means to an end
23  the ultimate one
25 relating to heredity, they say 
26 not public
28 some people long for this dissolution, but 

not us
29 the blend of our past and our future
30 related to the cosmos
32 want
33 personal standards

Across
2 the only way to get enough is to go out
6 it can’t come fast enough
9 change
10 living leggo blocks
11 this can always be expanded
13 an outdated concept relating to bodies
14 the only pure thing in the universe
17 making
18 mind flowers
20 value-laden categorization
22 we can do this on asteroids
24 cool kids call it bionomics
27 going beyond, we can do this to ourselves
31 unique, so special
34 the _____ our destination
35 the language of secrets
36 a liberal concept, but ours should be infinite
37 coming together, in a dialectical way
38 our scene is this, which just proves how 

right we are

Anarcho-Transhumanism
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New York/East Coast

Down
2 cutting edge political comics and grunge art
3 things that happened before now, as far as 

we know
4 a significant alternative college in New York
5  a coalition of workers comes from here
6 burough divided by a river of the same name
7 Goldman’s main comrade
8 home of hipster sauerkraut
9 related to the academy
10 a healthy pooping position
13 a member of a 18th century society of the 

same name, for educated women
15 a neighborhood in Brooklyn, apparently with 

pancaked plants
19 uncored
20 Berkman did one for anarchism , still one of 

the most inspirational texts for newbies
21 Novatore and Bonanno, and so many others
22 a long-term Autonomous Marxist and art 

publisher
24 Emerson said “The sanity of ____ is a 

balance of a thousand insanities.”
25 rhymes with hippies, is sometimes an 

exclamation of delight
26 costing a lot
30 Abbie, some say he was an anarchist

Across
1  the immigrant communities that were this 

were some of the strongest bulwarks, until 
they too got integrated into the morass, they 
gave us Sasha and Emma, among many 
others

9 anarchist ex-panther
11 also short for new english fanciers action 

committee
12 also means SOS
14 she is the measure for many anarchists
16 a thinker, best when unschooled
17 even more than more, also Johann’s last 

name
18 advocates seizure of power by groups of 

workers
23 a church where they let us hold events
27 acronym for an area, also a man’s shortened 

name
28 the most populous burough
29 it was a recent thing that got the liberals and 

the anarchists excited
31  a break in the flow
32 this group’s sex-positive name couldn’t be 

said on the radio
33 “the rich are better than you and I”
34 people coming from somewhere else
35  it was “a monthly magazine devoted to 

social science and literature”
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Down
2 to bring back
3 total number of inhabitants
4  ____ itself, sometimes refers to pie
5 when tools own us
6 having grandparents and kids
8 each thing has a voice
9 the old man of Eugene
12 no, this space here
13 livestock management
14 destruction of environment, especially when 

willful
15 used to be water, now it’s information
18 poet of the ecology movement
19 today’s panacaea, the tempting solution to a 

mechanized world
21 Derrick’s preferred partner
23 state of grace
27 the whole enchilada
28 something to sabotage
29 the science of distancing ourselves from 

land
30 the ideology of not oppressing animals
32 when animals do this, we laugh
33 sweater-wearing co-leader of DGR
35 the mother of mothers
36 without these we fall over

Across
1 the study of the Other
7 original sin
10 the oily end is nigh
11 these are for fixing things
13 nesting for hippies and other back-to-the-

landers
16 front section of a ship or boat
17 believing that we are part of the real
18 Bakunin advocated secret ones
19 the myth that things can continue
20 only beavers should make these
22 antivegan co-leader of DGR
23 you’ve got mail
24 for stealthy breathing when under water
25 influential green marxist
26 storms, floods, melting ice caps
31 not an anarchist, a cellist
34 tractors and shit
37 the american martyr of anarcho-primitivism
38 ____, all too ____
39 the word for pure nature, for those who 

believe

Green Anarchism
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Élisée Reclus

Down
1 what lifted him over Paris
3 he said anarchy is the highest expression of 

this
4 number of volumes in his master work
5 he initiated a movement of this, that would 

still be radical today
6 a plant-based eating practice he promoted
8 one of his titles, Anarchy, Geography, ____
9 in the US they’re just more military, but in the 

Commune they were good guys
12 he said, humanity is nature achieving this
15 one of his famous partners in crime
17  what all relationships are
19 wrote a manifesto attacking the govern-

ment in this city
20 he said that this and revolution are con-

nected, not just in name
22 field he’s best known for
23 this anti-lifestylist was influenced by Reclus 

through Mumford
27 Reclus joined him in aerostatic operations, 

also, “to swim” in Spanish

Across
2 the state where he spent most of his time in 

the US
6 he inveighed against this common demo-

cratic process
7 he was a good man, also known as this
10 developed Reclus’ work in the direction of 

“biosophy”
11 award he got although banished from France
13 his first and only legal wife
14 Reclus met him and became an anarchist, a 

not uncommon reaction
16 Sale said his work was unflinchingly this
18 a series of notes, and an anarchist who was 

influenced by him
21 his fellows, their intervention from Britain 

commuted his sentence to banishment
23  the term indicating relationship between 

people and land that his work anticipated
24 his job for two years in the US
25 currently a green-washing term, it used to 

be more significant
26 his writing was said to have “brilliant 

_________”
28 the original Bloom author, heavily influenced 

by a book Reclus edited
29 his non-state-sanctioned partner, also one 

of the names of a JD Salinger title
30 he was repulsed by it in the US south, as are 

we all
31 to vote is to give up your own this
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Louise Michel

Down
1 she was threatened with being sent to one of 

these institutions for the “crazy” (aka socially 
challenging)

2  intervened to get her out of prison to see her 
dying mother

3 she made a big impression on this young (at 
the time) suffragette

5 what France has made of her memory, her 
most liberal facet

8 where she learned the language of the 
indigenous people and agitated against 
colonialism

9 mourned his loss with “The Red Carnation”
12 her most common nickname
13 ”power is a ____, that is why I am an anar-

chist.” 
14 the number of months of her first prison 

stay
15 dedicated Viro Major to her; alternatively, a 

science fiction award
18 she cemented this symbol as one for anar-

chists
20 “I see the red reflection of flames. It is Paris 

afire. That fire is a ____”
21 where she’s buried
22 she was a passionate one, there were some 

in Oakland too (members of a kind of collec-
tive)

25 she was sentenced to this kind of trip in 1873
26 she contemplated his assassination, and 

refused to acknowledge him
27 dared the judges to sentence her to this
28 “i am ambitious for ____” (people en 

masse)
29 she was granted this by the state in 1880 
33 where she was shot

Across
1  she was an ____woman during the com-

mune
4 she said these will be worse than any they 

replace [in power] because they claim 
infallibility and practice excommunication

6 like Voltairine, she defied expectation by 
doing this for her assailant

7 what she escaped, but that happened to 
35,000 Parisians on the fall of the Commune 
(a word for mass murder)

10 the task of teachers is to give to the people 
the intellectual means to do this

11 what the media does to us all
16 she joked, in meetings these make the most 

revolutionary motions 
17 when she stopped fighting for justice
19 her nickname from the Versailles press
23 she advocated spreading this out to all the 

people
24 she led one in 1883
30 “the first thing that must change is the ____ 

between the sexes”
31 the woman who probably convinced Michel 

to become an anarchist
32 a dressing practice of Michel and George 

Sand, although now it’s common
34 where the last stand took place
35 fire-friendly
36 the amazing event that she vowed never to 

renounce
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SF Bay Area

Down
2  third largest city in the area, major port town
3 usually, slightly more palatable state actors
4 the best neighborhood in SF, even now
5 this puzzle could cause some, this book could 

too
6 the cause (and means) of a monthly moving 

party
7 with straightedge, the most hardcore ideol-

ogy ever
8 one of the last bastions of anarchist event 

space in SF
12 social economic trend of displacing poor 

people that is also used to bludgeon Indi-
viduals of Privilege

13 ____,  -or- decolonize
15 the preferred social f2f interface for many 

anarchists
17 long-time bookstore in SF
20 this food item is iconic for a couple neigh-

borhoods in the bay area
21 known for windiness and a bridge, among 

other things
22 dead ends at the Berkeley campus, site of 

street vendors and pot before it was cool
23 they believe in using the system to change 

the system. Favored epithet of many.
25 the ideology of action
27 a kind of orange, also a street name
29 Thakeray said, good humor could be one of 

the best articles of dress to wear in ____
31 east bay for punks!
32 collections of pages, collections of thoughts
35 the initials of a provacative publishing and 

distro group

Across
1 they steal our aging youth
9 an area that is iconic of the 60s, in name and 

history
10 the English word for the waters we swim 

within
11 street famous from the 60s
13 newish hot space in the east bay,  used to be 

a crazy huge dance hall; Latin prefix for “all”
14 the belief (among other things) that the 

most oppressed are the most revolutionary
16  a local triumph of black Muslim activism
18 an over-used word for conflict
19 means relying on careful cutting techniques 

by law enforcement
24 the French word for the waters we swm 

within
26 famous for free speech in the 60s
28 a local group that promotes direct action for 

redistribution of property
30 one of the oldest infoshops in the US 
33 sometimes these treats end up in people’s 

faces
34 the idea that skin color determines many 

crucial things about individuals
35 not right
36 victims of a fire, they’re moving, but still bay 

area for now
37 dictionary says “the art or science of gover-

nance”
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Johann Most

Down
1 inspirational acts of violence
2 he served in this position for four years
4 his convinced him that parliamentary action 

was futile
6 believed this kind of hostile promise was only 

relevant when followed by action
7 a month, also, someone hanged for Haymar-

ket, and an associate of Most’s
9 what the Marxist movement used to be 

called
11 who the anarchists act on behalf of (accord-

ing to him)
15 the classic villain in fairytales, his was consis-

tent
17 he supported Alexander II’s, and advocated 

more of them
20 a play on “dynamite,” his nickname
21 a difficult start to life
23 one who attaches pages
25 he was against the state, and also this 

standard of Libertarian rhetoric
26 “the aims of anarchists and true commu-

nists are ____”
29 he was this, from the German Social Demo-

cratic Party, for espousing anarchism
31 the country that he thought was the most 

suited for anarchist agitation

Across
1 he was put in here, usually for advocating 

killing rulers
3 also called a free thinker, although I wouldn’t 

say Dawkins is one
5 had this as a child, disfigurement from cold
8 those who are to be inspired by acts of 

violence
10 it is the lash of this that compels the poor 

man to submit
12 he was inspired by Most, who later publicly 

turned on him
13 he thought only under this system does the 

individual become himself and lead his own 
life

14 Joe McCarthy used this to great effect, it 
keeps people from getting hired

16 surrounded by social media, many of us are 
terribly this

18 he knew more of this than many clergymen
19 Most said, this being is practically an idiot, 

with nothing to say that any sensible person 
should want to listen to

22 a name some might recognize, inspired 
many, including Most

24 ironically, he was religiously this
27 one who speaks with passion in public on 

political topics
28 “freedom” in German, the paper he started
30 willy nilly, and not “the right kind of vio-

lence”
32 according to Emma, she accosted him with 

this, to her eventual regret
33 a good one is a writer’s best friend
34 the modern scourge, unlimited growth
35 “any thought of centralization must be a 

____”
36 it’s not just a conference, he was one also
37 he wrote a summary of this highly-influen-

tial German book
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Voltairine de Cleyre

Down
2 close friend and confidante, who killed 

himself
3 born in this hand
4 staying in this Catholic institution moved her 

away from religion
6 the language she taught
7 the number of mourners at her funeral
10 one of the tenets of classical anarchism, and 

the name of one of her essays
12 argued that the Paris Commune failed 

because they tried to break political chains 
without breaking chains of this kind

14 a collection of her writings from the Liber-
tarian Book Club, in 1980

15 she is one of the reasons it’s hard to entirely 
give up on this label

17 Emma embraced it, Voltairine rejected it
18 a great wind, and the name of one of her 

poems
19 anti-clerical movement
20 she attempted this twice, but unlike her 

close friend, she did not succeed

Across
1 what replaced individualism in her prefer-

ence, named after reciprocity
5 dude she was named after
8 a collection of weapons, her writings were 

called one of knowledge
9 the role she played in The Progressive Age
11 her later tendency was without these, 

marking tolerance between schools of 
thought

13 when running away from school she swam 
to this place

16 someone who practices rigid self-discipline
20 she argued strongly against this common 

military form, arguing that neither pay nor 
pensions should be provided for those who 
make a trade of killing 

21 the ill topic of one of her best essays
22 argued that this capitalism-friendly ethic is 

important
23 she was inspired by the actions of this 

southern anarchist of her time
24 a former one,  sick in the head, tried to kill 

her
25 the language she learned to speak and write
26 Emma called her the most gifted and _____ 

anarchist woman America ever produced
27 the hanging of these martyrs was to the 

time what Sacco and Vanzetti was to a later 
era, deeply radicalizing
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Emma Goldman

Down
1  would-be assassin, editor of Mother Earth
2 crosser of borders
3 originator of the Übermensch
6 makeshift orator’s stand
7 famous Russian rebellion in which anarchists 

were once again slaughtered by their so-
called allies

9 the justification for the McCarthy era in the 
US

10 IUD, diaphragm, condoms, Plan B
11 banishment
12 act of targeted political violence
13 when our dreams are shattered
15 cold sweet sold in Goldman and Berkman’s 

short-lived Worcester shop
16 deadly labor strike against Carnegie Steel 

Company
17 non-believer
21 Gaia
22 she was credited as “the first and only 

American, to take up the defense of ____ 
love before the general public”

25 imprisoned
27 pleasurable movement, usually to music
28 German-Anarchist advocate of propaganda 

by the deed

Across
1  “the Soviet Ark” was the nickname of this 

ship
4 what first-wave feminism was all about
5 the Act for the “Suppression of Trade in, and 

Circulation of, Obscene Literature and Articles 
of Immoral Use”

8 what one does while the iron is hot
10 Emma likened this man to Marcus Junius 

Brutus
13 forced to leave
14 bordered by Latvia and Belarus
18 compulsory recruitment
19 polyamory of those times
20 before there were zines there were 

these
23 her autobiography
24 the one responsible for Goldman and 

Berkman’s deportation
26 infoshop in Baltimore
29 the Hobo Doctor
30 ransacking of anarchist spaces in 1920
31 left four anarchist hung in Chicago
32 popular language of Jewish immigrants
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Things Anarchists Hate

Down
1 lies, sometimes subtle, sometimes blatant
2 bosses, teachers, parents, bureaucracies, etc
5 talking about unhappiness instead of acting
6 superficiality
7 what the state says we get
8 ignoring significant information
9 glassy targets
11 usually the first time we encounter the state
13 the rules that rule us
16 judging someone based on race
17 the system of buying and selling
20 the corporate uniform
21 globe-spanning parasites
22 ineptitude
24 rigid guidelines
25 overemphasizing the potential of a single 

relationship
28 boring gatherings
30  making overly-nice allowances for things
31 our first authorities
33 a routine task, iconic of the mundane daily 

grind
 

Across
1 fear of the queer
3  those who tell on their friends to the author-

ities
5 small s, there are many on this continent, big 

s, there really only one
10 betrayers
12 arguably, if we liked this, we’d pick more 

reasonable goals
14  I take my desires for _____ because I 

believe in the _____ of my desires. 
15 large businesses 
18 uncalled for violence against a person
19 being overly concerned with irrelevencies
23  lack of commitment shows this
26 one way the state tells us what to do
27 genital mutilation of boys
29 the body of people positioned to rule us
32 those who overly emphasize the values of 

state-based education
34 political players
35 judging someone based on innies or outies
36 removing hair with a sharp object
37 some of these underground rodents go so 

far as to have kids with their targets
38 the fist that the real bosses hide behind
39 judging someone based on education, 

money, etc.
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Down
1 Novatore was found dead with this danger-

ous jewelry
2 overwhelming desires or emotions
3 author of The Dream of My Adolescence
4 he rejects this for the triumph of the I
5 “the most brutal of enslaved beasts.”
6 one of the weapons found on Novatore dead 

body
8 insurgent
10 wanderer
12 co-editor of Iconoclasta!
14 he brought fire to mankind
15 author of “The Damned Song”
16 ghosts
18 birth place of Abele Rizieri Ferrari
22 advancement
25 pistol popular with anarchists of his time
26 philosopher who announced god’s death
27 rejection of moral principles
28 translator of “Towards The Creative Nothing” 
29 repudiation
31 these must be ”the fatal announcement of a 

great social storm”

Across
4 woe
6 the supreme being who is “a pill for consti-

pated minds”
7 author, Der Einzige und sein Eigentum
9 rejecting what is right, good, or proper
11 dark banners
13 elation
17 notorious Italian-Argentinian anarchist, 

subject of Anarchism and Violence
19 Renzo was sentenced to death for deserting 

this historical violent event
20 unprogrammed
21 haiku, epic, free verse
23 “the mother of Socialism, daughter of 

Christianity”
24 military Italian police
28 free blossoms
30 an expression of joy or passion
32 an Italian anarcho-futurist collective
33 destroyer of idols
34 Mussolini’s party
35 father of realism

 

Renzo Novatore
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Alfredo M. Bonanno

Down
1 Continental philosopher concerned with the 

Geist
3 author of “More, Much More”
4 “a deepening of reciprocal knowledge”
5 self-governance
8 Robin Hood’s favorite crime
9 to oppose Mussolini and the like
10 bank robber, publisher, and English transla-

tor of Italian insurrectionist texts
14 Bonanno’s journal
15 originality
17 relaxed
19 this movement is opposed to the Fictitious 

Movement
20 black dog in Italian
22 wealth
24 home of gelato and tiramisu
27 the opposite of play, in a dualistic sense
29 Bonanno wrote a eulogy for this
30 bravery

Across
2 book calling for the re-evaluation of prison 

abolition, written from prison
4 weaponized happiness
6 the name for the West Bank and the Gaza 

Strip
7 ____ Editions, London publisher
11 an offensive, to strike
12 strain
13 Bonanno says this man “reeks of metaphys-

ics,” and “has his roots in the Protestant 
mysticism of the middle ages”

16 jail house
18 his middle name
21 the use of immediately effective means 

rather than negotiation
23 Informal Anarchist Federation
25 pardon
26 named for the Roman prosecutor, in which 

Bonanno was the suspected “anarchist 
leader”

28 digital paper-pushing
31 “It’s easy. You can do it by yourself, or with a 

bunch of trusted comrades.”
32 self organization of struggle, permanent 

conflictuality and attack
33 Bonanno’s birthplace
34 Bonanno was convicted of this crime at 72 

years old, again
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Down
1 what Patrick McGoohan is in the cult TV series
2 someone who puts their fists up
3 opposition
4 the fortress where Bakunin was imprisoned 

for three years
5 a supporter of centralized social and eco-

nomic control, especially of all means of 
production

8 a participant in the unsuccessful conspiracy 
to overthrow Czar Nicholas I in December 
1825

9 conceived a natural law of balance operating 
within society, rejected authority as an 
enemy of order, and threw back at the 
authoritarians the accusations leveled at 
anarchists; in the process he adopted the 
title he hoped to have cleared of obloquy

11 tomorrow
13 a set of questions and answers
15 a city in southwestern Switzerland
16 Russia’s famines are famous for people 

eating this
19 cold place where Russian dissidents were 

sent
21 became tsar in Bakunin’s childhood
22 united to work together
23 Rome is its most famous city
24 a Russian writer and thinker known as the 

“father of Russian socialism” and one of the 
main fathers of agrarian populism

26 Bakunin broke with him over his “Jesuit 
methods”

28 a large meeting of members of a political 
group 

30 Bakunin, People’s Will,  Kropotkin, Herzen 

Mikhail Bakunin

Across
6 saved by _______
7 ____ is burning
8 send out of the county
10 jockeying for power
12 his canonical stature within Western phi-

losophy is universally recognized
14 the complement to sisterhood
15 an empty ejaculation
17 a condition of excitement or distress
18 the totality of social relationships among 

humans
19  _____ admirer
20 existing between countries
25 Friedrich, Marx’s partner
27 we hear, pencil scratchings
29 Jack, also a city
31 someone who thinks ahead
32 Debs would’ve been a President who was 

one
33 barriers
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Anarcho-Pacifism

Down
1 a group trying to thwart foreign occupation
3 the more passive participants in an event
4  talking about problems, divorced from 

action
5 high level plan to achieve difficult goals
9 things intended to be appreciated for their 

beauty or emotional power
13 compulsory enlistment of people in a 

national service
14 armed conflict between societies
16 relating to fathers
17 booze
18 a deal in which all parties lose and gain
21 from hipsters,  was initially used to describe 

beatniks in the VIllage and the Haight
23 political, economic, or military predomi-

nance or control of one state over others
26 overused word for sensory response
28 causing harm, or (for some) intending to 

cause harm
29 study of the past
32 what some consider proper
33 these are used to get to goals

Across
2 voluntary or involuntary association of living 

organisms
6 capable of producing a desired effect
7 confused
8 name of cities in Indiana, Kansas, and Mis-

souri
10 they are a form of spirit, often described as 

metaphysical or supernatural
11 bearing witness on behalf of an express 

cause
12 lack of apparent conflict
14 what mosquitos and spoiled people do
15  exercise of authority or power in a burden-

some, cruel, or unjust manner
19 goals
20 means to achieving a plan
22 confidence in something, frequently ac-

cused of being blind
24 able to be put into practice
25 fairness
27 strong attachment
30 to commit an individual into something
31 Wilde said, I choose my friends for their good 

looks, my acquaintances for their good 
characters, and these for their good intellects.

33 Chavez said, In some cases non-violence 
requires more this than violence

34 often used to mean profound immorality
35 an atom, molecule, or ion with unpaired 

valence electron(s) 
36 what everyone thinks they are
37 Ward accused most/many pacifists of being 

this,  only valuing militant resistance in 
far-away places

38 the Dutch Gandhi of the West, wrote The 
Conquest of Violence

39 the simple opposite of anarchist
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Down
1 Israeli, wrote one of the few good academic 

books on anarchy,  Anarchy Alive!
3 teaches art in Canada
5 deceased co-founder of Research Group One
6 founded IAS, translated a Durruti biography, 

and criticized Bookchin
7 famed geographer, participant in the Paris 

Commune
10 identifies himself as a “left-wing market an-

archist,”  his thoughts on markets are indebt-
ed to Carson’s mutualism

11 should be best known for being owned by 
Foucault

13 US anthropologist, famous, thinks there 
should be more anarchists in academia, ig-
nored his predecessor, Barclay

17 best known for his intelligent and insightful 
critiques of state education

18 today’s most significant anarchist theorist
19 wrote a book of thumbnail sketches called 

From Bakunin to Lacan, which does none of 
them justice

20 Black’s target that set the pattern
23 Canadian, wrote Gramsci is Dead, also co-

founder of online journal Affinities
24 anthropologist, not famous, wrote The State
26 she wrote a biography of de Cleyre, and was a 

member of the Alliance of Libertarian Anar-
chists

28 wrote books on Sacco and Vanzetti, the Hay-
market Riot, the Kronstadt Rebellion,  Voltair-
ine de Cleyre, The Modern School Movement 
and so on

30 has written a lot about science fiction and 
anarchist thought 

Across
2  editor of Hostis, author of The Master’s Tools
4 critic of anarchoprimitivism, philosophy pro-

fessor, general director of IAS
7 working at a university was late and minor in 

his life. He is known for his love/erotic poetry, 
and for setting the stage for the San Francisco 

Anarchist Academics
renaissance

8 his ideas on knowledge involve three central 
claims:  knowledge is the ultimate goal of in-
quiry; knowledge is true belief; and justifica-
tion is merely a means for arriving at true belief

9 Canadian poet, founder of Canadian Literature, 
and author of Anarchism: a history of libertari-
an ideas and movement

12 one of the few who give the rest a good name, 
started a very influential free school in Spain

14 best known for his contributions to political 
anthropology, his fieldwork in Paraguay, and 
his theory of stateless societies

15 anarchists from there have nothing good to 
say about this Balkan federalist currently liv-
ing in the US

16 editor of Minor Compositions, co-author of 
Constituent Imagination: Militant Investigation, 
Collective Theorization 

21 proponent of post-anarchism, and editor of 
Anarchist Developments in Cultural Studies

22 founded and maintains the Anarchy Archives 
website and serves on the psych faculty at CGU

24 she lectures on Spinoza, identity, and femi-
nism

25 political theory professor at Loughborough 
and editor of Anarchist Studies

27 an American novelist, playwright, poet,  psy-
chotherapist, although now best known as a 
social critic, anarchist philosopher, and public 
intellectual

29 currently a philosophy professor at the New 
School and at the European Graduate School

30 critic of postanarchism and author of Anar-
chism and the Crisis of Representation, he takes 
being pied very seriously

31 this surrealist poet has written as an anar-
chist about problems with the academy

32 one of the three who developed “post-struc-
turalist anarchism”,  also a month

33 Albert’s colleague and Z magazine contribu-
tor
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Laurance Labadie

Down
1 Laurance defended the use of them in trials 

against Rothbard
2 an unmarried man
3 anarchists do not attempt to produce this 

through artificial or authoritarian means
5 not complicated
6 a label for someone with false understanding 

of anarchist principles
7 this spook is “in the nature of an organic 

entity . . . . amenable to observation and study 
with certain conclusions to be derived 
therefrom”

8 bravery and independence—Labadie set 
them against “Superstition and Ignorance”

9 inheritance
12 debilitating sadness
15 one of the biggest names in anarchist 

individualism, founder of the publication 
Liberty

17 ____ly in love 
18 Labadie believed in free this
19 decentralist organization that promoted 

homesteading and adult education
22 farm animals who are unjustly metaphors 

for those willing to follow unthinkingly
23 friend of Labadie, wrote Men Against the 

State and edited an edition of The Ego and its 
Own

25 humor mixed with disdain
26 Labadie offered this kind of feedback as a 

gift to anyone, even those he admired
27 superficially, the ability to do what you want
31 perspective and this are almost synonyms

Across
4 foes
10 analogous to the name “Smith” in France
11 the largest number of a group
13 effects, the school of these is the best 

teacher for free individuals
14 if you must speak, speak with this
16 equality in this is the only appropriate kind
19 all publications used to require this, now it’s 

what letterpresses do
20 vertical equivalent of a water level, and the 

kind of consistency that Tucker, and also 
Laurance, demanded from people’s anar-
chism

21 an awesome publishing company in NY, the 
original LBC, started by Arrigoni, et al

24 anarchist tendencies that emphasize 
individuals and their will over external 
determinants such as groups, society, tradi-
tions, and ideological systems

28  these are granted; ‘duties’ are enforced. To 
speak of them and duties is to think in terms 
of authority

29 a publication by Tucker and another word 
for freedom

30 one who rejects hope, among other things 
32 popular woman of the time, who Labadie 

criticized for ignoring her debt to Stirner, and 
for rejecting anti-statism

33 lack of harmony
34 one of Labadies’ titles was Origin and Nature 

of this
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Down
1 above, beyond
2 confusing to JZ
3 ____, justice, and the american way
4 the only rule
6 large
8 the belief that something is morally right if it 

helps a majority of people
10 all the things that a particular person has 

done or experienced
11 a school from the Greeks that thinks that the 

best indication of an individual’s philosophy 
is not what someone says but how they 
behave

12 mammals, reptiles, amphibians
16 change based on survival of the fittest
17  inherent inclination of a living organism 

towards a particular complex behavior
18 school from the Greeks promoting the idea 

that “pleasure” is the greatest good, but the 
way to attain it is to live modestly, to gain 
knowledge of the workings of the world and 
the limits of one’s desires

22 the opposite of affirmation
25 ideas of right and wrong
26 unclear

Ethics

33 word total missing 
solidarity

Across
2 a state of being clean, with nothing harmful 

included
5 what someone holds as important
6 slang for bourgeouis
7 an American socialist colony founded in 1897 

in Washington state
9 holds that points of view have no absolute 

truth or validity within themselves
13 it’s all about what feels good
14 resistance
15 relating to the class of wage-earners
19 attempts to use philosophical methods to 

identify the morally correct course of action 
in various fields of human life

20  the degree of resistance to, or protection 
from, harm

21 the class of normative ethical theories 
holding that the consequences of one’s 
conduct are the ultimate basis for any judg-
ment of that conduct

23 someone who thinks that norms, principles, 
and moral criteria are likely to be improved 
from inquiry

24 to hold in this means to share
27 disbelief in god
28 moral excellence
29 noneater of anything from animals
30 Aristophenes said that comedy is allied to 

this
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Things Anarchists Love

41 words total
4 missing

Down
1 formal ones work in schools, informal ones 

are everywhere
2 doing stuff
3 the region of our greatest triumph and 

perhaps most bitter defeat
4 one of the elements, the Mayans said our era 

would end destroyed by it
5 expressing discontent
6 Nietzsche said, in the course of this, men 

come to see that iron necessity is neither iron 
nor necessary

7 a community of plants that includes trees
10 making something look good, sometimes at 

the expense of function
11 municipalities
12 states of mind characterized by abstraction 

and release from reality 
13 bringing order and structure
15 to blame someone else
18 Wilde said, there is no such thing as a moral 

or immoral one, they are either well- or 
poorly-written, that is all

20 to spoil someone’s chance at something
23 Wilde said, the stability of a healthy one is 

the complete absence of any intelligence 
amongst its members 

24 baguettes and wine
25 used to be dense and boiled, now fluffy and 

baked
26 stomping implements
27 facial covering
28 a way to pull a crowd together
29 goes with everything

Across
1 prefix for crossing
8 spirits for atheists
9 to analyze closely
10 passion
14 partaking in a five-fingered discount
16 the ideology of not eating animal products
17 computers in your pocket
19 little mobile bits of heaven
21 to take space in
22 false names
26 cafe worker
27 a month
30 where our characters are tested, such as 

they are
31 the four-footed cliche of the internetz
32 anarchists making it work in revolutionary 

Russia (until they were betrayed by the 
Commies)

33 healthcare workers
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Love and Rage

Down
1 ghost
2 a friend, especially someone you have fought 

together or worked with 
3 the traditional beliefs and practices of a 

religion or political system
4 lacking in resources
5  a political entity characterized by a union of 

partially self-governing states or regions 
under a central (federal) government

7 we hear, to fade away
10 arrangements and organizations of interre-

lated elements
14 a believer in ending a practice (ie slavery, 

prison)
16 one who uses unnatural methods 
17 opinion piece in a journal
18 platformist organization in Montreal and 

Boston, post Love and Rage
20 an efficient and orderly approach to tasks
21 home of the hockey-lovers
22 the position of being ahead
23 one of Subcomandante Marcos’ crew
29 a competition of speed
30 trendy
33 Nietzsche said the perfect one is a higher 

type of human than the perfect man, and 
also something much more rare

38 a compilation devoutly to be avoided

Across
1 Students for a Democratic ____
6 interconnections
8 believer in the dialectic and materialist class 

relations
9 famous Bolshevik murdered with an ice-pick.
11 Judas is known as one
12 wrote “Ain’t I a Woman?”, name taken for a 

group
13 activist group
15 those who do not learn this are doomed to 

repeat it
17 joining (frequently secretly) a usually larger 

organisation in an attempt to expand influ-
ence

19 changing from one state to another
24 the founder of Bring the Ruckus, also twins
25 pro-voter
26 the period of 24 hours that is lit by sun
27 having two similar aspects, parts, or func-

tions
28 casual
31 unsanctioned occupancy
32 produce that is still edible
34 out of the ordinary
35 home of the Aztec
36 a cause celebre, a death row inmate
37 widely applied as the guiding political and 

military ideology of the Communist Party of 
China, inexplicably popular among anarchists

39 not right
40 the slammers
41 laborers
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Down
1 one of the colors of a traditional candy cane
2 ____ and desires
3 Wilde said, the true mystery of this is the 

visible, not the invisible
4 under
7 Dorothy Day said, we disagree with ____ 

Party, as we disagree with others who are 
trying to maintain the American way of life

8 Wilde said, everything in the world is about 
sex except sex. Sex is about this

9 ground
10 something that causes other things to 

change, without changing itself
11 able to last a long time
12 responsibility
13 they’re supposed to be the cultural equiva-

lent of genes, which gives them more weight 
than they probably deserve

15 engagement
16 an ideology involving associations of work-

ers
18 discrimination against those with disabilities
19 “West” in Kurdish
21 requirements
25 Italian iconoclast, bandit, poet
26 Chesterton said,  children are innocent and 

love this, while most of us are wicked and 
prefer mercy

28 Iberian Anarchist Federation
29 Canadian anarchist communist writer and 

theoretician

Black Rose

42 total working
-4

Across
1 a site of increasing surveillance
5 Wilde said,  biography lends to this a new 

terror
6 an advocate of civil liberty
7 an economic and political system in which a 

country’s trade and industry are controlled 
by private owners for profit

11 Fromm said, what holds true for the indi-
vidual holds true for this. 

14 characterised by social ownership and 
democratic control of the means of produc-
tion

17 the entire structure of a human organism
18 involved
20 concerning more than one country
22 manager of book production
23 street communication and art
24 someone famous who people think repre-

sents a particular idea
27 a kind of cracker
29 Russian anarchist; ally and later opponent of 

Karl Marx
30 John Brown was a famous one
31 known as the Dean, famous again from 

Ocalan 
32 the study of the environment and its inhab-

itants
33 fickle
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Midwest

Down
2 home of the Bears football team
3 inexpensive
4 music scene, lifestye, dead?
5 the F in NEFAC
6 superstore chain
8 city of the Labadie Collection
9 a pleasant attitude, can be taken too far
11 a color, a state of metal
14 a sticky slogan-holder
16 they weren’t always white, but are now
17 there’s a US kind, and a rest-of-the-world 

kind
19 a game with balls and pins
21 the Malcolm X to Greenpeace’s MLK
22 Ikea is now the icon of this group
23 official coupledom
26 to make something shine
28 Stop The Left
29 the people who live in a particular country 

or area, or who belong to a particular time
30 legal possession of 
31 pass over in a plane
33 free-standing abodes

Across
1 arranged sounds that are pleasant to hear
5 for stating an origin
7 uninteresting
8 left alone 
10 a kind of chocolate cake
12 buttons
13 an apologist for the system
15 a state named after a river, and known for 
buckeyes
17 one of the main macronutrients
18 a city in Wisconsin, also a trendy first name
20 hypermarket
24 usual
25 only the goalkeepers can touch the ball
27 a union that has occasionally had anarchists 
in it
28 a long-running newspaper with chaotic 
illustration, coming out of the bay area
31 not mountainous
32 valuing traditions
34 largest city on the US/Canada border
35 gone
36 the pumps of industrialism
37 anticipatory
38 parent-prone
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Podcasts

Down
1 giving too much importance to details
2 the one that broke the camel’s back
4 a mechanism
5 appropriation
6 once every seven days
10 a break to change topics, or when the 

speakers are tired
11 a pun on light, a title many seem to misun-

derstand
12 relating to multiple nations
14 an interaction involving usually one ques-

tioner and at least one being questioned
15 a long-standing group sharing cultural 

aspects
17 Herman Bell, Mumia Abu-Jamal, Michael 

Kimble
20 sensory input
22 this crucial thing is too often lacking
24 jests that have been practiced and staged 
25 teacherly, informative, condescending
27 not tactics but ____
28 not strategy but ____
29 things we work on that we love

33 things we reach, sometimes
Across
3  formally or informally discussing a topic
7 a section of a broadcast
8 he’s been doing it the longest, and it shows
9 makes two more interesting than one
13 ears are required, but not sufficient
16 recipients of an action, but more active than 
most realize
18 a podcast that is entirely pre-scripted
19 once every 30 days or so
21 how an audience member can be more 
active
23 a body of ideas
26 what happens when we talk to each other
28 of-the-day
30 fight
31 first zines, then blogs, now podcasts
32 what Anarchy Radio is
33 talking about relationships and personalities
34 some think it’s chaos
35  bigotry, discrimination, or hatred arising 
from attaching inferiority and superiority 
subdivisions within a group
36 something that becomes apparent over 
time
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Theory of Bloom by Tiqqun

Treatise on Etiquette for the Younger Generations 
 (aka The Revolution of Everyday Life) 
 by Raoul Vaneigem

The Impossible, Patience by Alejandro de Acosta

Introductory

Anarchy 101 edited by Dot Matrix

Anarchy Works by Peter Gelderloos
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Critique
 

Attentat: a journal of nihilism
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